
Time Drills/Content Goals

5-10 Mins

Physical Warm Up
Triangle Tennis
Pair Up. 4 Balls between 2 people. 3 Balls to create triangle on the floor. Players must 
tap the ball with their palms facing down into the triangle with 1 bounce, and compete 
against each other.
Progression - could include a racket.

Engagement/Ice breaker
Co-Ordination
Ready Position / Ready Attitude 
Focus
Competitive Element

5-10 Mins

Racket Warm Up (Level Finder)
1 Pair in Tramlines. 1 Pair in Centre of Court. 1 Pair in Tramlines.
Drill 1 - Close to the net. Keeping the racket in front ‘Let Cord’ Challenge. First pair to 
5x net cords.
Drill 2 - Middle of the court. Keeping the racket in the middle on the takeback
Triangle Formation - 3x Players at either end. 2x Players on. 1x Player Off - Actively 
Resting.
Drill 3 - Players Rallying Cross-Court. Racket now fully back. 

Developing Focus
Appropriate backswing to position on court
Takeback / net height
Adjusting to the courts - figuring out the 
conditions

5 Mins

Figuring Out the Yes
All Drill Set Up from Now On = Triangle Formation - 3x Players at either end. 2x Play-
ers on. 1x Player Off - Actively Resting watching to see if the players in front of them 
achieve the drill. 
Drill - ‘What does a Yes mean?’ Calling out Yes when it feels good / No when it doesn’t. 

Allowing the players to figure out what 
makes up a Yes.
If we had more Yes’s would we be more 
consistent?

5 Mins

Player Discussion - What is a Yes?
Answer = A ball where the contact point is in the right place (Contact Height / Contact 
In Front / Contact Distance)
Coach Questions = What % of time do you feel you were getting a yes?
Coach Questions = Would we be better players if we had more yes’?
Coach Questions = What were the reasons you got a NO? 
Answer =  Positioning / Movement 
Coach Dialogue = 2 Types of Movement. Movement to the Ball / Movement After the 
Ball. 

3 Timing Elements that make up a Yes:
(Contact Height / Contact In Front / Contact 
Distance)
How can we create more Yes’

10-15 Mins

Improving Recovery Positioning - Ready Attitude - Not just the first ball
Drill 1 - ‘Check your position’ - Players place a marker down on what they think is the 
correct recovery position for them. Based on the 4 considerations previously discussed. 
Drill 2 - ‘Can you beat the bounce’ - Players now have to call out yes, if they manage to 
beat the bounce down the far side into position.
Drill 3 - ‘Can you recover like Murray’ - Players now have to recover as quickly as pos-
sible after they’ve played their shot.

Beat the Bounce
Appropriate Recovery Position
Being in position before the ball bounces
Recovering and not ‘ball watching’ after the 
shot has been played
Forehand or Forehand
Buying Time if a recovery has been done 
well.

10 Mins

Improving Perception/Anticipation - 3 Zone Challenge - Call the Zone
Drill - Split the court into 3x Zones. Zone 1 - Net to Service Line. Zone 2 - Service Line - 
Orange Line. Zone 3 - Orange Line - Baseline. 
Audible call of 1/2/3 as early as possible depending on where they think the ball is go-
ing to land.
Perception = Reading the ball (HDDSS)
Anticipation = Opponent- Balance, Swing Path (Spin), Swing Path (Is it a yes), Sound.

What can you read? - 5 ball controls - height 
spin, speed, depth, direction
Anticipation = Reading the Opponent 
Anticipation - Predicting what will happen 
before the ball has been hit 

10 Mins

Drill - ‘Doubles Detective’
Drill - 2 Sets of 3 Players. 1 Player Off at the Basket. 1 Player at the Net. 1 Player at the 
baseline. Coach feeds the first ball cross court, with a variety of feeds.
Volleyer Job - ‘If it’s a no - look to go’ - if the opposition baseliner is about to hit with 
a contact point of a ‘no.’ They have to close the centre line. ‘If they are pushed deep - 
don’t retreat’ - if the opposition baseliner is pushed deep. Look to close the net.
Baseliner Job - ‘Fiddle the Middle’  - Strong hitting down the middle, as to not create 
angles for the opposition baseliner. ‘Down the line if you are on time’ - only go down the 
line if it’s a yes.

When to go down the line
Cue’s for when to look to intercept.
- Down the line is fine if you are on time. 
- If it’s a No look to Go 
- If they are pushed deep - don’t retreat 
- If it’s tight give it height 
- Creating an angle gives them angles 
- Play the fiddle of the middle

10 Mins

Putting it all into Practice - Dingles with a Twist
‘Dingles’ - Mixture of Singles + Doubles. Both players feed the ball from the same end 
at the same time. 
Players first compete in a single point cross court. When 1 point is over, players have to 
call ‘Dingles’ and then the second point becomes live as a doubles point.
The Twist - The pair that break down have to go to the net. 

Communication - Team Game!
Don’t forget everything we’ve just done now 
it’s a point!

Coaches Cheat Sheet - Staying Solid at the Back

Approved Tennis Holidays

Please do not share this program with any other 
coaches. It has been designed at great expense 
and as per your coaching contract you have a Non-
Compete.
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